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SPREAD THE HCI RETREAT LOVE

We will be using:

We want to share in all of your experiences at HCI Retreat. Get ready 
to Tweet, Instagram, and Facebook all of your amazing insights and 
breakthroughs!
 
Sharing your HCI Retreat experience will spread the message of this beautiful 
work and help to enhance this rockin’ community. We don’t want to miss 
a single post, though, so make sure you tag us @healthcoachinst (this will 
work for Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)  
 
We’ll also be sharing behind the scenes photos, event updates, and more in 
the HCI Retreat Facebook Group.
 

Head to www.facebook.com/groups/hciwinterretreat2023 to join today!
 

* Feel free to share any of the graphics or quotes we post on our pages!

The HCI Retreat Social Revolution

@healthcoachinst #HCIR

#SparkTheRevolution #LoveRetret

Follow Carey & Stacey on Instagram:

@careypetersofficial @stacey_morgenstern

http://www.facebook.com/groups/hciwinterretreat2023/
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Join the HCI Winter Retreat 2023 Facebook Group!
www.facebook.com/groups/hciwinterretreat2023/

JOIN THE HCI RETREAT 
CONVERSATION + COMMUNITY

Want to: 
• Get real-time updates while you’re at HCI Retreat?
• Plan meet-ups with your classmates and friends?
• Fully Spark The Revolution with the incredible HCI Retreat community?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hciwinterretreat2023/
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MEET OUR SPEAKERS

Carey Peters & Stacey Morgenstern are National 
Board Certified Health and Wellness Coaches and the co-
founders of Empowered Education, the global education 
platform that helps aspiring coaches thrive. They have co-
founded a combined 6 coaching businesses and taken them 
from startup to multi-million dollar revenues. They are the 
creators of Health Coach Institute’s flagship programs (Become 
A Health & Life Coach and Coach Mastery), which has trained 
more than 32,000 students from 100 countries in the art, 
science, and business of coaching so they can transform lives 
through the power of habit change. Their work has been 
featured in Forbes, New York Magazine, Yahoo, Bustle and 
many other publications. 

Eric Neuner is a man of many hats. He’s Health Coach 
Institute’s Executive Chairman, a passionate health advocate, 
and a successful entrepreneur and founding partner of several 
companies valued at over $1.5 billion (Trilogy Education 
Services, Health Coach Institute, Vital Digital Group, 
Forensiq, and Zeta Global). Eric’s commitment to sparking 
the healthcare revolution and his passion for shaping an 
empowered humanity are at the forefront of all his pursuits—
from advocating for the future of Health Coaches to engaging 
in musical activism to creating a purpose-driven community 
in California to regularly hosting thought leaders and change 
agents in the Bay Area. It is Eric’s mission to collectively shift 
our culture from surviving to thriving.
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Annie Lalla A philosopher, speaker, and thought 
leader, Annie Lalla is known as the “Cartographer of Love.” 
She’s spent her life mapping the subtle complexities of 
communication in relationships. With an Honors Degree 
in Human Biology & Philosophy (minor in Buddhism), her 
studies include integrative psychology, evolutionary science, 
therapeutic sexuality & family systems dynamics. 

Specializing in love, sex & conflict resolution, Annie’s created 
a suite of practical tools that resolve unconscious relational 
patterns, attachment wounds, and recurrent conflict.
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The Feel Good Now Exercise (Part 1)

Brag #1:

Brag #2:  I’m proud of myself because…

Brag #3: I’m proud of myself because…

I’m proud of myself because… (One sentence: What was the stretch 
for you? What obstacle did you have to overcome or how was this 
different than what you’ve done in the past?)

WHAT I DID RIGHT IN THE LAST 24 HOURS… 

“You have been criticizing yourself for years, and it hasn’t 

worked. Try approving yourself and see what happens.” 

Louise L. Hay
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The Feel Good Now Exercise (Part 2)

Person A declares brag #1 and why they are proud of themselves. 

Continue the exercise. Alternate brags until each person has bragged 3 times. 

Person B responds, “Well bragged!” 

“I brag…. 
“I’m proud of myself because…”

Then Person B declares brag #1 and why they are proud of 
themselves. Person A responds “Well bragged!”

PARTNER EXERCISE:

Feel Good Now 
(a poem by Stacey Morgenstern)

Tell me, dear one,
what does it feel like to you

when nothing is wrong
when nothing is the problem

when there's
no one to blame

when you're no longer caught
in the booby trap of

needing to know
WHY 

things are the way they are
when you're no longer fallen 

between
the high rises of

Disappointment, Defeat and Despair

Tell me, dear one,
what does it feel like to you

when you stop
believing the slander of the 

inner dictator
when you stop

stubbornly insisting that life 
provide x,y,z FIRST

in order for you to be happy 
with yourself?

Tell me, dear one,
what does it feel like to you
when you trust everything is 

unfolding perfectly
even if you can't see how yet

Tell me, dear one,
what does it feel like to you

when feeling good now is not in 
question?
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Health Coach Institute © All Rights Reserved
www.healthcoachinstitute.com

-  1  -

Accomplishments Interview

In the past 6 months I have initiated or accomplished...(list everything!):
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-  2  -

What’s good about this... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If I could wave a magic wand, one thing that would be different now is... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My internal (new mindset) opportunity for creating this is... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My practical (bold actions) opportunity for creating this is...
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The Three Selves

The Healthy Self is our truest and most beautiful self - born to be open, free, 
loved, and loving - but hidden from the world due to the pain we’ve endured 
throughout our lives. The Healthy Self has qualities of:

THE HEALTHY SELF:

• Presence • Clarity

• Truth • Unconditional love

• Compassion • Openness

• Undefendedness • Connection to That Which Is Greater

• Witnessing without judgment

THE WOUNDED SELF:

The innocent component that carries the pain we’ve endured throughout our 
life. It’s the part of ourselves that the Survivor Self works to cover up to avoid 
more pain and suffering.

• Occurs when there’s a break in love, safety or belonging usually between 
the ages of 0-7.

• The psyche splits and the “wounded” part makes meaning to explain 
or make sense of the traumatic event (“I’m bad” or “There’s something 
wrong with me”)

• This explanation becomes a belief that is imprinted in our subconscious 
and forms the basis of what we call The Survivor Self.

THE SURVIVOR SELF:

Comprising the tactics and behaviors we use to deal with the hurt we’ve 
experienced. The Survivor Self protects us, but it also blocks us from the love, 
intimacy, and self-acceptance we need to become our best selves.

• The part of us that responds to the trauma or negative event to defend 
protect/survive/cope
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UNDERSTANDING THE WOUNDED SELF

We all carry pain. Some of our painful past experiences live on the surface in 
our consciousness - we know the roots of the wounding. Other memories have 
been buried and we only experience the fears, insecurities, and discomforts 
that reverberate from these painful events. 

The key to reconnecting with our Healthy Self starts by first facing our pain 
that manifests as our Wounded Self. The easiest way to face that pain is to 
write it down. We know this is hard to do, but once you anchor your feelings 
in the written word, it is easier to develop the tools to free and transform 
that difficulty.

In the space below, list your earliest memories of a “break” in love, safety 
and/or belonging. 

• It lives in fear, perceives itself as separate and the world as potentially 
hostile

• The Survivor self represses the Healthy Self
• Throughout our lives, it is triggered when a similar negative event occurs 

HOW OLD WERE YOU? WHAT HAPPENED? WHAT DID YOU FEEL?
(Angry, Sad, Lonely, Afraid)
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IDENTIFYING THE SURVIVOR SELF

Everyone wants to protect themselves from pain. Unfortunately, the shields 
that protect us from pain also shut out the love and joy essential to our 
growth. Identifying your Survivor Self can be challenging. 

It’s the mask you wear around people.
It’s how you behave to try to gain safety, approval, love, or control.
It’s probably habitual.
It’s what you do when you want to avoid being vulnerable.
It may include lots of “shoulds”.
It may be that voice in you that says “I’m always the one who...
(examples: makes people laugh, fixes things, or screws things up)”

In the space below, write down the negative “survival” behaviors that have 
isolated you from others.

How do these behaviors make you feel? What do you find yourself thinking 
about, maybe over and over again? How does your body respond when you 
behave like this? Do you tense up? Clench? Can you associate these behaviors 
with any fears?

The Survivor Self learns how to survive, but not how to thrive. It doesn’t really 
solve problems, or how to deal with people in an adult way. But for most of us, 
most of the time, the Survivor Self is running the show. And here’s the tricky 
part – you don’t even know it. 

Bring curiosity to your Survivor Self and track your Survivor Self “strategies” 
for the next 24 hours. Awareness is the first step to reclaiming your Healthy 
Self!
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RECLAIMING THE HEALTHY SELF 

By tracking your Survivor Self you have started to claim your Healthy 
Self. Becoming more aware of your pain, understanding your pain, facing 
your fears, and starting to see the strategies of the Survivor Self are the 
foundational work necessary to unlocking your true and Healthy Self.

Our Healthy Self is the deepest part of who we are. It’s the part of us that can 
be with pain; that is open and available to love while also being clear, strong, 
compassionate, and aware. We strengthen our Healthy Self by doing things 
such as the following:

The Survivor Self learns how to survive, but not how to thrive. It doesn’t really 
solve problems, or how to deal with people in an adult way. But for most of us, 
most of the time, the Survivor Self is running the show. And here’s the tricky 
part – you don’t even know it. 

Bring curiosity to your Survivor Self and track your Survivor Self “strategies” 
for the next 24 hours. Awareness is the first step to reclaiming your Healthy 
Self!

• Focus on our breathing for a few breaths — this helps us connect to the 

reality of the present moment. 

• Pausing to bring compassionate curiosity to what we notice in a 

situation where our Survivor Self comes up - what physical sensations 

we notice, what emotions we are feeling, and the thoughts going 

through our head.

• Making eye contact and keeping an open body posture. We can be seen 

in our Healthy Self even when we are afraid.

• Speaking up - with honesty and compassion for ourselves and others.

• Prayer/connecting to that which is greater. 
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EXERCISE: 
 
Take three deep breaths, just focusing on the sensation of your 
inhales and exhales. 

Using the chart below, identify three “survival” behaviors you want to start 
changing. In the second column identify where and when these behaviors 
happen. In the third column, write out the healthy techniques you will use to 
overcome these behaviors, such as a focus on breath, eye contact, open body 
posture, and prayer....

IDENTIFY SURVIVAL 
BEHAVIORS

WHERE AND WHEN
THEY HAPPEN

WHAT I’LL DO NEXT TIME 
(Healthy/Kind Choice)
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QUESTION TO HELP DISCOVER HIDDEN PAYOFF:

What’s something you value in your life, that you think you might have to 
give up if you got <insert dream outcome here, ie: found your soulmate>?

Have the client hold their hands (palms up) in front of them (maybe on lap), 
palms facing the ceiling. 

Invite them to name each part. Ensure the name chosen dignifies each part 
and honors their values. 

Ie: Part 1 wants to make lots of money as a coach vs. Part 2 wants to 
just love & help people 

So Part 1 can be called: ie: “Abundant Annie” and other part can be 
called: “Loving Annie” -notice the names are never disparaging

 
Have the client close their eyes & imagine a 3 inch high version of themself 
on one palm (Part 1: Abundant Annie) on one palm -allow client to share 
about part 1: How old? What are they wearing? What’s their emotional state, 
demeanor, mood?

Love Your Coaching Skills: Parts Work
Parts Resolution Process

Help the client clarify the two parts in conflict by looking 

for two desires that seem to be at odds. One will be aligned 

with their dream outcome and one is often in shadow -the 

unconscious payoff or benefit of keeping things as they are.
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With their eyes still closed, have the client imagine a 3 inch high version of 
themself on the other palm (Part 2: Helping Annie) -allow client to share 
about part 2: How old? What are they wearing? What’s their emotional 
state, demeanor, mood?

Invite clients to stay meta to both parts, so they are looking over these 2 
aspects of themselves. Inquire which part feels braver & is willing to lead a 
connection & say hello to the other part. Then invite that part to say some 
questions like this: 
 

“Hello, I see you are standing for something important, I honor your 
perspective. What do you see that I don’t see? What can you teach 
or show me? I want to learn from you. What are you honoring or 
protecting?
(Listen carefully) 

Try to get one part to share their truth and values with the other 
until that speaking part feels complete & heard. 

 
Then ask the other part if they’d be willing to answer the same 
questions:  

“I see you too are standing for something important, I also honor 
your perspective. What do you see that I don’t see? What can you 
teach or show me? I want to learn from you. What are you honoring or 
protecting?  
(Listen carefully) 

 
You as the coach are always looking for how/where both parts are trying 
to do something good, healthy, supportive for their owner (your client)... 
each part is optimizing for some kind of safety/security/connection/
belonging, being loved or looking good… and the other part is 
optimizing for some kind of proactive growth, change, adventure, 
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innovation or success -all in service of healthy balanced life for the overall 
client at large.

Help your client see how both these parts are taking care of them in 
different ways (innovation/growth & safety/protection). Point out how 
both parts are actually not enemies but on the same team (pro-life).  Part 1 
(Abundant Annie) is wanting to make money to survive and sustain, while 
Part 2 (Helping Annie) wants to be a loving contribution.  

Suggest to the client that these parts can both work together as allies 
collaborating to create an abundant & impact laden future.  
Ask them… 
 
”What’s possible when these 2 parts work together, honoring both 
sets of values, while standing for both of their commitments?

Invite the client to bring both parts (hands) closer together (only if it 
feels right, so check with them first, no forcing). 

 

Ask if the 2 parts would be willing to connect physically: shake hands/ hug 
and if so, ask client to gently put hands together in prayer so both parts 
can be joined then have them press both palms overlapped onto their 
heart area, where these 2 parts can now continue to work together in the 
unconscious, as allies collaborating and cooperating to get both of their 
needs met.

*If the client does NOT want to bring both hands together yet, parts are not 
ready to be that close together, then let the client know these two parts 
have now met and begun a deep conversation, they can continue talking 
& sharing in service of a possible future friendship where they will work 
together in support the whole system. The friendship has already begun.

Finally ask the client to press both palms into their chest separately and 
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allow the 2 parts to continue talking & engaging in order to understand 
each other better and build rapport.

After the client has pressed their hands into their chest, invite them to take 
a deep breath, and then gently open their eyes & slowly orient themselves 
back into the room.

THEN, IN ORDER TO BREAK THEIR TRANCE (PATTERN 
INTERRUPT), ASK ANY RANDOM, UNRELATED, EASY 
QUESTION LIKE:  

• What did you have for breakfast? 
• What is your fav color? 
• What is your favorite food? 
• What’s your fav, movie? 
• What’s your mother’s maiden name?

 

Future pace: Tell client: “These 2 parts will continue to become closer 
and have collaborative conversations in your unconscious mind and 
they will work together in tandem to support you (client) in getting 
both values of abundance and contribution.”

Ninja trick: As a coach we can imagine the whole parts integration 
process along with the client, silently in your own head or with your 
own hands in front of you.

 

If you hold the vision in your heart/mind that these two client parts will 
organically find their way into a friendship (w/o pushing), then 90% of 
the time they do...this visualizing the outcome in your mind is doing the 
“energy work” of seeing the integration happening before the client does, 
it’s a silent non-pushy leadership towards client wholeness and the desired 
outcome. Coach “goes first”into the future desired state (energetically), 
then the client organically follows.

***
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IRRESISTIBLE OFFER TEMPLATE

1. Define the core result/transformation your program provides:

2. How will you deliver this program? (check all that apply): 

1-1 private coaching sessions Group coaching

VIP day Online course

Ebook or pdf handouts Audio

Video

3. What is included in the core offering? 

i. # of sessions _________ 

ii. Session times are ______ mins in length 

4. Name your offer. Naming your offer increases value by 5-10x! 
Example: The Boogie Woogie Experience/Retreat/System/Intensive/Method 
 

5. Give them a reason to invest NOW. List any bonuses or fast action 
extras that make your clients life easier or get them faster results.  

(Examples: Text coaching, customized meal planning, breathwork, meditation 
MP3’s, any recorded content, wellness goodie bag, journal prompts, guided 
cleanse etc.) 
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i. Bonus #1:       

ii. Bonus #2:       

iii. Bonus #3:       

Perceived value add to client $: _______________

6. Establish your pricing.
• Cost of delivery (rental space, bonus gifts etc. if applicable):  

$ ________

• Total amount of session time = _______ hours

• Estimated time for prep/follow up = _________ hours

• Total hours given to client in program = ___________ hours

• Desired hourly rate after expenses= $ ______ / hr

• [Hourly rate x Total hours for program] = Base Fee

• Create Your Payment Structure

 ◦ Positioning Price:  

[Base fee + perceived value add] = $ __________

 ◦ Invest In Full Price [equals base fee] = $ __________. 

 ◦ Invest in full should always be the biggest savings and best value. 

 ◦ Payment Plan Option [total equals Positioning Price] = 

_____ payments of $ ________ each

 
Notes on Payment Plan: First payment is immediate, remaining 
payments charged every 30 days until full amount is complete. 

Does this amount feel good in my body? 

If not, what needs to shift?  
(declare the program, pricing, or belief adjustment below!) 
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Create a Compelling Consult Name

The radio station that everyone is tuned into is W.I.I.F.M. (What’s In It For 
Me?) Your potential clients will get so much value from a free consultation, 
however if you call it a free consultation, they may not show up! Why? 
Because it doesn’t sound valuable. Give your consult a compelling name 
that showcases the result or niche specific focus. 

3 TIPS FOR NAMING YOUR CONSULT:

1. Make it results oriented
2. Make it simple (it’s obvious what it means, no decoding involved)
3. Use alliteration (optional)

EXAMPLES: 

• Live Your Best Life Strategy 
Session

• Banish Burnout Discovery Session

• Food Freedom Consult
• Master Your Stress Strategy 

Session

• Lose Weight, Feel Great 
Breakthrough Session

• Double Your Energy Breakthrough 
Session 

• Belief Breakthrough Session 
• Success Without Sacrifice 

Strategy Session

• Feed Faith, Not Fear 
Breakthrough Session

• Codependent No More Discovery 
Session
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BRAINSTORM 10 CONSULT NAMES
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Personal Outreach From The Heart

SAMPLE VULNERABLE OUTREACH #1

(5 Templates To Get Into Action) 

Hot Tip! This can be used as a personal letter or even a 
social media post!

Subject Line: THIS changed my life…

Something you may not know about me is that 3 years ago I went 
through the hardest time of my life. I woke up with panic attacks. 
My days were filled with this nagging feeling like something was 
wrong, but I didn’t know what. Someone suggested I hire a coach. 
At first, I didn’t believe it would be helpful, but over the course of 3 
months we went through an eye-opening process that changed my 
life. 

WHAT I NOW KNOW TO BE TRUE IS:  

• That I can heal myself. 
• That grief can turn into resilience. 
• That it’s okay to reinvent yourself at any age. 
• That’s it’s okay to not love your life even if you think you 

should. 
• That it’s okay to get help. 
• That change takes courage, but you don’t have to do it 

alone. 

After my own transformation, I wanted to help others the way I 
had been helped. So I went through a rigorous process to get my 
coaching certification. 

Every client I have ever worked with has had their own series of 
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breakthroughs like the ones that I shared. 

Could you use clarity in some area of your life? Would you 
like to experience the magic of coaching in action? 

I’m gifting 25 free coaching sessions to people who are ready 
for a breakthrough in some area of their lives. 

Sessions are 30 minutes. There is no cost, no pitch. This is my 
way of giving back just a slice of what coaching has done for 
me. 

Would you like to experience the magic of coaching or know 
someone else who could benefit?  

Click this link to book your free session.

Sessions are first come, first serve. There is no pressure 
to continue further. Will you scoop up one of these free 
sessions? 

Here’s to your breakthrough! 
 
- Stacey   
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DIRECT INVITATION TEMPLATE

Something you may not know about me is (reason you 
sought out coaching) 

Something you may not know about me is that 3 years ago 
I went through the hardest time of my life. I woke up with 
panic attacks. My days were filled with this nagging feeling 
like something was wrong, but I didn’t know what. Someone 
suggested I hire a coach. At first, I didn’t believe it would be 
helpful, but over the course of 3 months we went through an 
eye-opening process that changed my life. 

Someone suggested I hire a coach. At first, I didn’t believe it 
would be helpful, but over the course of 3 months we went 
through an eye-opening process that changed my life. 

What I now know to be true is: (empowering beliefs about 
yourself, others or life that you upgraded as a result of 
coaching)

After my own transformation, I wanted to help others the 
way I had been helped. So I went through a rigorous process 
to get my coaching certification. 
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Every client I have ever worked with has had their own series of 
breakthroughs like the ones that I shared. 

Could you use clarity in some area of your life? Would you like 
to experience the magic of coaching in action? 

I’m gifting ____ free coaching sessions to people who are ready 
for a breakthrough in some area of their lives. 

Sessions are _____ minutes. There is no cost, no pitch. This is 
my way of giving back just a slice of what coaching has done 
for me. 

Would you like to experience the magic of coaching or know 
someone else who could benefit?  

Click this link to book your free session.

Sessions are first come, first serve. There is no pressure to 
continue further. 

Will you scoop up one of these free sessions? 

Here’s to your breakthrough! 

(Signature)
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Even though I have accomplished/experienced [accomplishment], I know 

what it’s like to struggle with [problem] because years ago, that struggle 

consumed my life. I know how it can be a debilitating experience; the 

feeling of being trapped and unable to make progress towards a better life. 

However, I also know what it’s like to make it to the other side. To have 

[result] and to have a life where I wake up to [amazing thing] and I go to 

bed at night thinking about [happy thoughts]. 

I’m so grateful for the journey I’ve been on and the lessons I’ve learned. 

The best part is I’m now in a position to help others experience the same 

transformation. That’s why I do the work that I do.

I have dedicated myself to helping [number] of people [action] so they can 

take their life back and achieve [result]. 

If you or anyone you know struggles with [problem], I’m here to help. I’m 

giving away 5 free consultations (regularly $______.)

Type “Breakthrough” in the comments below or send me a DM to claim a 

free [Health/Life/Niche specific] consultation.

SAMPLE VULNERABLE OUTREACH #2
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SOCIAL PROOF SAMPLE #1:

Joyce Burrows is a devoted mom of 3 [Client description] who was so 

exhausted and overwhelmed [problem] she used to shut herself in the 

bathroom [coping strategy] because it was the only way to get private time 

to take a break [need] from everyone else’s demands. She was at a breaking 

point. It was starting to affect her marriage and her mental health. [share the 

impact this was having on their whole life].

Joyce started searching for help. Her search led her to me. She booked 

a [name of consult]. Truthfully, she didn’t expect this free consult to be 

impactful. She was feeling so stuck that she lost faith that it could ever be 

different. 

Joyce and I began our work together. In just a few sessions she discovered 

that:

Change is possible, she’s not “stuck”. [paradigm shift #1]

Motherhood is not about martyrdom. [paradigm shift #2]

Small hinges swing big doors – meaning that little changes can lead to big 

results! [paradigm shift #3]

What she needed was the right support, the right systems and the right 

accountability to make change. 

Case Study With Invitation
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With just a few simple changes, Joyce [Result 1,2,3].

If you could use expert guidance like Joyce has had, then I want to invite you 

to book a free [name of consult]. This is a 30-minute conversation to see 

how I might help you get unstuck and move towards [result]. 

As a [niche] coach, I help people like you take control of their [problem you 

solve] and make meaningful lifestyle changes. We’ll create a plan of action 

tailored to your unique needs and lifestyle. 

If you’re ready to make a positive change in your life, I’d love to chat. 

Click here to book a [name of consult] today (or send me a DM) Who

knows, this one conversation may be your turning point.

Dedicated to helping you feel good,

Name
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1. Are really ready to get                                                            . 

2. Are capable of handling                                                            . 

3. Are 100% committed to doing the work 

4. And you are coachable... 

Then this might be for you. Drop the word                                                    . 

below and I’ll send you the next steps.

“Before my coaching session with [name], I was [problem you were 

struggling with]. I had already tried [what you’ve tried in the past] with 

mediocre results. In less than 30 min with [name], I got clear on [specific 

aha]. I now feel [emotion] because [reason why]. If you are looking for an 

incredible coach or if you’ve never experienced the power of coaching, then 

[name of coach] will rock your world.” 

Trading Testimonials With Skills Lab Partners

(smaller result)

(another smaller result)

You’ll also gain the skills to (result)                                                           . 

with ongoing support. 

So if you...  

 in the next                . 

I’m looking for a few                                                        to work with closely 

LOVE YOUR LEADERSHIP: MAKING A DIRECT OFFER TO 
WORK WITH YOU

(Specific Group of People)

(fun, results-oriented word)

(specific # of days)

who want to get (specific, smaller result within your niche): 

SOCIAL PROOF SAMPLE #2:
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VALUES
SAMPLE LIST OF PERSONAL VALUES

ACHIEVEMENT 

FRIENDSHIPS 

PHYSICAL CHALLENGE

ADVANCEMENT 

GROWTH 

PLEASURE

ADVENTURE 

FAMILY 

POWER AND AUTHORITY

AFFECTION (LOVE) 

HELPING OTHERS 

PRIVACY

ARTS 

GIVING BACK 

PUBLIC SERVICE

CHALLENGES 

HONESTY 

PURITY

CHANGE 

INDEPENDENCE 

RESPECT

CLOSENESS 

INFLUENCING OTHERS 

QUALITY RELATIONSHIPS

COMMUNITY 

INNER HARMONY 

RECOGNITION

COMPETENCE 

INTEGRITY 

RELIGION

CONNECTION 

INTELLECTUAL STATUS 

REPUTATION/STATUS

COOPERATION 

INVOLVEMENT 

RESPONSIBILITY

COUNTRY 

JOB SECURITY 

SECURITY

CREATIVITY 

KNOWLEDGE 

SELF-RESPECT

DECISIVENESS 

LEADERSHIP 

SERENITY

DEMOCRACY 

LOCATION 

SOPHISTICATION

ECOLOGICAL AWARENESS 

LOYALTY 

STABILITY

FINANCIAL SECURITY 

MEANING 

STATUS

EFFECTIVENESS 

MEANINGFUL WORK 

FREEDOM

EFFICIENCY 

MERIT 

TIME

LOVE 

MONEY 

TRUTH

EXCELLENCE  

NATURE 

WEALTH

EXCITEMENT 

OPENNESS 

WISDOM

FAME 

ORDER 

WORK

FAST LIVING 

PERSONAL GROWTH 

FUN

FINANCIAL GAIN 

FREEDOM 

PLAY
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The Streamlined Opening The Relationship Sequence

DRAW OUT DESIRED STATE

● If you could wave a magic wand, and really get what you want in 

the next 12 months, what would that look like?

● What’s important about that?

● What’s the best part of that?

DRAW OUT PRESENT 

STATE (Tone Change)

● What are things like now?

● What’s stopping you or slowing you down from having [insert 
desired outcome] right now?

○ [PAUSE - Let client feel “the gap”]

● What’s the hardest part about that?”

○ [PAUSE - Let client feel “the gap”]

● If you don’t solve this in the next 12 months, what will it cost you? 
Financially,

● emotionally, physically, in your relationships?

○ [PAUSE - Let client feel “the gap”]

● On a scale of 1-10, how important is it to you to solve this?

○ [PAUSE - Let client feel “the gap”]

TRANSITION

● Based on what you’re telling me, what’s holding you back  [insert 

present state problem].

1

The Streamlined Opening The 
Relationship Sequence
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1

The 6 Key Components of a Signatu re Story

STEP #2: THE MESS
“But it wasn’t always this way…..”

What is the “before” - what is the mess that used to be? 

“For as long as I can remember food was my go to when I was stressed, anxious, 
or overwhelmed. Anytime life started to close in – I’d stuff my face into a food 
coma to take the edge off of my stress. Then feeling all heavy and yucky I’d vow 
to do better tomorrow, I’d promise to starve myself all day and exercise extra — 

Food was my coping mechanism. The formula was simple:
Feel bad - have food - feel better…. Until the guilt and shame sets in and then I’d 
feel angry at my choices… What’s wrong with me? Why do I keep doing this… 

And telling yourself to stop eating junk without knowing what to replace it with 
doesn’t work. What I discovered is that I didn’t like myself very much. I hated my 
body. I hated my job. I hated my life. Sometimes I hated my life because I hated 
my body. 

I tried every diet – the no carb diet, the high protein diet, even the grapefruit diet. 
Sometimes I’d lose weight, but I’d eventually default back to my old habits and 
gain it all back… The problem was none of those diets helped me see myself 
differently. Even when I lost weight I’d still see myself with “fat eyes.” It was never 
enough. I was always at war with myself.” 

STEP #1: THE HIGH POINT
The wonderful thing in your life that’s happening now.

“At 47, I finally know exactly what to eat for my body type, I know how to assert 
my boundaries so self-care is a non-negotiable and when life throws me a sh*t 
sandwich, I feel capable of handling it rather than stuffing my face with food to 
calm my stress.”

Notes:

Notes:
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1

SSTTEEPP  ##33::  TTHHEE  TTUURRNNIINNGG  PPOOIINNTT::
What was your rock bottom? The moment when you knew things had to change?

This is a very vivid description of the turning point moment that eventually led you to 
discover your work.  

Notes:

“One particularly bad day I was driving in SF feeling really low… I pulled over in a 
city alleyway and hid in my car hoovering an oversized burrito with 5 salsas on 
the dashboard. I remember the moment when the burrito started to feel gross 
but I still couldn’t stop until it was gone. When I finally finished eating, I sobbed. 
Because the burrito had disappeared but the feelings of self-loathing and 
sadness had not. 

I knew at that moment that another diet would not make the difference; because 
it wasn’t a physical problem. It was a feeling of burden. I was carrying the weight 
of the world, the weight of everyone else’s expectations of me. 

The weight of wanting to be a good mom. The weight of wanting to look good. 
The weight of wanting to know my purpose and passion, but feeling lost. The 
weight of never being enough. The weight of never arriving, like I was 
perpetually waiting for my life to actually begin. 

And food was my way of numbing those lousy feelings. I’d stuff my face when 
what I really needed was to face my stuff. 

I knew something had to change or I was going to break. That's when I 
discovered this _______ (weird concept, phrase, signature system etc.) that 
changed everything. At first I was skeptical, like, that approach will never work 
for me. But then I followed through in a way I never have before.”
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1

SSTTEEPP  ##44::  TTHHEE  SSUUCCCCEESSSS
What was the positive outcome that happened after your Turning Point?

This is the journey from the crash to the positive outcome of your story.  Be very 
descriptive here to make sure the audience can feel the pain of where you once were as 
well as the positive emotions of the success.

“Within 90 days I learned how to master my stress so problems didn’t consume 
me. I learned how to have boundaries that honored my well-being rather than 
trying to be Superwoman for everyone. I started getting more deep sleep, vivid 
dreams and without even trying, 10 lbs melted off my body. Most importantly, I 
began to love my body, not because I had lost a little weight, but because I was 
healthy; No more negative self--talk. No more missing out on fun times with 
friends because I felt fat and ugly. No more stuffing my feelings down with food. 
No more using food as a coping mechanism for avoiding problems. I discovered 
a new me, a stronger, more resilient me, a me that I LOVE being!”

Notes:
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1

SSTTEEPP  ##55::  TTHHEE  EEPPIIPPHHAANNYY
What’s the story behind you discovering that you want to do the work you do?

This is the moment (or the time in your life) you realized that you want to do the work 
you are currently doing.

“I started getting a lot of compliments. They said I looked like a new person. 
What I was doing? They all wanted to know. One girlfriend said, ‘I start eating 
and can't stop.’ Another girlfriend said, ‘I’m always taking care of everyone else 
and at the end of the day there is just nothing left in the tank to take care of 
myself.’

That's when I developed a system called [The Total Transformation] to teach 
[women] how to _______________________________________________.” 

Notes:

SSTTEEPP  ##66::  TTHHEE  AACCHHIIEEVVEEMMEENNTT//SSEEEEDDIINNGG
Where are you now with your work?

This is the victory lap of your story.  This is you being grateful that you get to do this 
work.  A client example here with a before/after story can be a great ending to your 
story.

“One of my private clients [name], a [description of client so people can 
identify themselves as a potential client] came to me with [X problem]. With [X 
sessions], they got [X, Y, Z result or insight]. It’s my goal to help you connect 
the dots and show you EXACTLY how you can do this too, no matter how far 
off track you are."

Notes:
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Your 60 Day Game Plan

    
   STEP 1: IDENTIFY YOUR GAME
 

What game do you want to play over the next 60 days? What realistic goal would stretch you 
– something that would feel challenging, even a little scary, but not impossible? Write your 
money goal and anything else about the game you are playing here:

NOTES:

Example Your Numbers

  Revenue Goal $7,500

  Package Price $1,497

  # of clients needed 5

  # of OTR’s needed 10
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    STEP 2: DETERMINE YOUR BIG “WHY” 

Why do you want to win your game? What would it mean to you? What impact would it have 
on your business and your mission? What impact would it have on your life? Write that here:
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    STEP 3: DEVELOP YOUR WINNING STRATEGY 

What marketing tactics will you deploy to win your game? Choose those that are appealing 
and fun for you, and will reach your audience. Write in the prep tasks you’ll need to complete 
to be able to implement each strategy and achieve your goals.

Strategy Prep Tasks Produce Tasks 
(Implementation)

Example: Champion 25 • Create your list of 25 
Champions (gather 
email addresses) 

• Prepare your  
email templates

• Reach out to your 
Champion 25 

• Do follow ups 

• Schedule OTRs  
with referrals 

• Thank your  
Champion 25

Example: Facebook Live • Determine your  
Facebook Live topics 

• Create your scripts 

• Determine frequency  
of broadcasting 

• Calendar your  
broadcast schedule

• Broadcast your  
FB Lives 

• Engage in comments  
and via Direct Messages 

• Schedule OTRs  
with leads
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Strategy Prep Tasks Produce Tasks 
(Implementation)
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    STEP 4: CALENDAR YOUR STRATEGY 

Schedule time in your calendar to accomplish your preparation and production tasks above. 
Remember, if it’s not in your calendar, it’s a lot less likely to happen. And when you block time 
off in your calendar, you’ve made a clear commitment of your time. The goal is to schedule at 
least one hour of client-generating actions every workday.

MONTH 

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

NOTES:
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Starter Phase Checklist

VISION

PLAN

CLIENTS

BRAND

BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS

Clarify your why
Articulate your bigger mission
Adopt a success mindset
Set your lifestyle goals
Harness your unique brilliance
Ask “Who am I as a $___/year coach?”

Focus on simple 1:1 biz model
Choose your starter niche
Choose your starter PMM
Design 1-2 offers/packages with titles
Use tiered pricing for easy yesses
Set a “by when” date to have your first  
5 clients

Create your EC pre qualifying materials 
(“Prepping For Your Session”, “Interview 
With Me”, Success Stories)
Upgrade your money mindset 
Choose 1 main dish, 2 side dish  
marketing strategies 
Collect success stories 

Create starter signature story
Create simple social media plan
PRESS SEND (dare to be seen and heard)

Create your coaching/marketing  
BLOCK schedule
Create simple client onboarding system

 ◦ Decide how you’ll take payment
 ◦ Send program agreement for  

electronic signature
 ◦ Send “Welcome” email with program 

details + how to schedule sessions
 ◦ Send “Box of Goodies” (optional)
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Phase 1 Checklist

VISION

PLAN

CLIENTS

BRAND

BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS

Upgrade beliefs about self, others and 
the world
Pick 3 self care

Create your yearly schedule
Refine niche & PMM
Create your Signature System
Revisit your business model (consider adding 
small groups to 1:1 coaching)
Raise your private coaching fees

Start building an email list
Upgrade your money mindset
Increase the consistency and frequency of 
“main dish” and “side dish” strategies
Collect success stories

Create 1-3 page website 
Have 1-2 “good enough” headshots/photos
Refine social media plan
Create email marketing plan 
Refine signature story

Consult re: creating business entity
Open business checking and savings account
Track expenses and income
Start paying yourself 
Save for taxes
Choose email marketing and online payment 
platform
Get liability insurance

Phase 1 - (Up to $50K)
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Phase 2 Checklist

VISION

PLAN

CLIENTS

BRAND

Revisit and refine all Vision bullets in  
Starter Phase
Uplevel beliefs about money, visibility  
and success
“Pick 3” self care

Refine your yearly schedule
Refine business model
Refine niche & PMM
Refine packages
Raise your private coaching fees
Refine your monthly revenue plan

Continue building email list
Consider larger visibility & authority 
Update your EC pre-qualifying system 
Refine and/or enhance your client experience
Collect success stories

Invest in copywriting training 
Refine your messaging
Invest in personal brand photos
Develop join venture and affiliate relationships
Revisit and/or enhance design/look of brand

Phase 2 - ($50 - $100K)

BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS

Give yourself a raise
Outsource personal tasks
Open a biz credit card
Work with an accountant for tax planning
Update program agreement and/or client 
onboarding system if needed
Choose and/or refine shopping cart system 
and credit card merchant
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Phase 3 Checklist

VISION

PLAN

CLIENTS

BRAND

BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS

Uplevel your money mindset 
Explore your beliefs about visibility and  
success (“Who am I to ____”)
Revisit and refine all Vision Bullets  
(in Starter Phase)
Double down on self care and boundaries 

Refine your business model (including 
packages and fees)
Create or refine your scalable revenue engine
Refine your monthly revenue plan
Messaging check: Do I have a million  
dollar message?

Uplevel your plan for generating leads
Track data for all lead channels
Set email list building goals for every quarter
Collect success stories

Refine your messaging
Increase email marketing and social  
posting frequency
Invest in personal brand photos
Revisit and/or enhance design/look of brand
Develop joint venture & affiliate collaborations

Outsource work tasks to free up your time 
Revisit your tracking systems for income and 
expenses
Work with an accountant for tax planning
Choose a financial advisor to create 
investment plan 
Set checking and savings account minimums 
(biz and personal)

Phase 3 - ($100K +)
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Places to Book Talks

School Functions

Partnership Opportunities

Advertising Online Marketing

Clubs & Professional Affiliations

150+ ULTIMATE CLIENT HOT-SPOTS

1. Health Stores
2. Libraries
3. Schools/Universities
4. Supermarkets
5. Gyms/Wellness Centers
6. Doctor’s Offices
7. Retirement Communities
8. Yoga/Pilates Studios
9. Friend’s Houses
10. Corporate Lunch  

& Learns
11. Hotels & Resorts
12. Shared Community 

Spaces (e.g. Nature 
Centers & Parks)

13. Bookstores

1. Naturopathic Doctors

2. Chiropractors

3. Personal Trainers

4. Pilates/Yoga Studios

5. Pure Barre Studios

6. Psychologists/
Therapists/Counselors

7. Corporations

8. Retirement Communities

9. Reiki Practitioners

10. Massage Therapists 

11. Home Organizing 
Businesses 

12. Other Coaches

13. Gyms & Fitness Centers

14. Recreation/Community 
Centers & YMCAs

1. Chamber of Commerce
2. Country Clubs
3. LGBT Chamber of 

Commerce
4. Rotary/Kiwanis Clubs
5. Elks Clubs
6. Retirement Communities
7. Tennis Clubs
8. Lions Clubs
9. Golf Clubs
10. Yacht Clubs
11. Toastmasters
12. Google Local Chapters
13. Knights of Columbus

1. Bake Sales
2. PTA Meetings
3. Raffle Free Consultation 

for Fundraisers
4. Teacher Meet & Greets
5. School Fair  

Tabling Events
6. Career Day
7. Volunteer for Field Trips
8. Science Fair
9. Health Expos
10. Sporting Events
11. Musicals & Plays
12. School Nurse Resource

1. Place of Employment

2. Local Ads

3. Health Food Store 
Bulletin Board

4. Yoga/Gym Bulletins

5. Community Centers

6. Local Theaters

7. Nail Salons/Hair Salons/
Barbers

8. Spas

9. Anywhere with a  
Small Biz Bulletin 

10. Bridal Shows

11. Coffee Shops

12. Church

1. Sites/Groups  
for Entrepreneurs

2. Video Campaigns  
for Email List

3. Guest Blogging
4. Charity Boards
5. Internet Search Ads 
6. A Meetup Group
7. Host an Online Cleanse
8. Online Challenge
9. Facebook Groups
10. Comment on Health 

Blog Posts, Social,  
Posts, etc.
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Children’s Activities

Religious Communities

Networking Organizations

Social Media/Apps Self Started/Small Clubs

Wellness Studios

1. Birthday Parties
2. Play Dates
3. Gymboree
4. Parents of Kids’ Friends
5. Network With Parents at 

Sporting Events 
6. Lemonade/Cookie 

Stands

1. Business Network 
International

2. National Assocation  
of Women  
Business Owners

3. Women in Business

4. ToastMasters

5. Google Local 

6. MLM Networks

7. MeetUp Local

8. Chamber Of Commerce

1. Acupuncture Clinics
2. Yoga Studios
3. Dance Studios
4. Pilates Studios
5. Spas
6. Massage Therapists
7. Gymnastics Studios
8. Resorts & Villas
9. Apartment Gyms

1. Church Cookouts
2. Bible Study Group
3. Youth Groups
4. Synagogues
5. Referrals/ Fundraisers
6. Online Religious Groups
7. Church Newsletters

1. Facebook

2. Instagram

3. LinkedIn

4. Meetup

5. Nextdoor

6. Pinterest

7. YouTube

8. Eventbrite

9. Yelp

1. Book Clubs
2. Mother’s Groups
3. Running Teams  

& Leagues
4. MLM Networks
5. “Biggest Loser” 

Challenge Groups
6. Neighborhood Fit Clubs
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Misc./ Word-Of-Mouth Lucky Places Referrals

1. Babysitter
2. Neighbors
3. Co-Workers
4. Friends
5. Spouse’s Network
6. In-Laws/Relatives
7. Other Coaches
8. Word of mouth from 

community
9. Housemates
10. Uber/Lyft Drivers
11. Pet Sitters
12. Friends of  

Parents In-Laws

1. Apple Store

2. Art Gallery Receptions

3. Coffee Shops

4. Shoe Stores

5. Spin Studios

6. Supermarkets

7. Post Office

8. Day Job 

9. Airport Lounge

10. Hair Salon

11. Partner’s Workplace

12. Local Seminars

13. Community Trade 
Shows

14. Wedding Expos 

15. Where You Play Sports/
Do Your Activities

16. Wellness Events

1. Current & Past Clients
2. OTR/CTD Conversations 

That Didn’t Enroll
3. Friends
4. Family
5. Current & Past  

Co-Workers
6. Psychologists/

Therapists/Counselors
7. Establishments  

(i.e. Spas, Studios, etc.)
8. Retirement Communities
9. Massage Therapists
10. Political Groups
11. Financial Advisors
12. Salons
13. Local Non-Profits

150+ ULTIMATE 
CLIENT HOT-SPOTS Continued
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Appreciation, AHAs, & Insights
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Appreciation, AHAs, & Insights
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Appreciation, AHAs, & Insights
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Appreciation, AHAs, & Insights
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Appreciation, AHAs, & Insights



“Be your best example of a 
life lived without regrets.”

- Stacey & Carey
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